
How the Illuminati controls the New World baptized as the United States of 
America.

There was a plan long time ago for the world - the New World - devised by an 
European financial elites of immense wealth and power with ancient historical 
roots.

The Modern democracy is less than 250 years old. My ancestors placed George 
Washington in the New World. The world has been ruled by us who wielded 
absolute power over our societies, we controlled the wealth and resources of our 
known world, and dominated the people.

Today the Illuminati uses several official institutions that are controling the 
world. Some of them are known as, the Freemasons for the education and the 
spiritual path of the next generation, the Jesuits for their criticals point of views 
on our world's reflection,the Bilderberg Group for the economical and political 
future of this world,the United Nations, the IMF, OPEC, the FED, and the 
governments themselves.

Older and useless societies as the Skull and Bones, the Committee of 300, the 
Club of Rome, the Knights Templars and the Council of 13 has been destroyed 
and closed.

Since 2009, together they are known as the New World Order. The true leaders 
of the NWO usually hide in the shadows and rarely show themselves; therefore, 
only a few people know who they are. It is important to know that not everyone 
involved in the new societies supports the agendas of the Illuminati.

How does it works?

Whenever any popular movement emerges, we infiltrate it and steer it in a way 
that benefits them financially like Occupy Movement, GreenPeace, WWF, 
Freedom Fighters, and many more.

So we like to infiltrate popular cultural movements so we can inject our ideas 
into them. By doing this, we can manipulate how we think and act; therefore, 
we can control and divide you without your knowledge. For example, certain 
popular street cultural movements were created by us to instigate different 
cultures. The different political parties, such as Democrat and Republican, are 
also tools we use to create conflicts between you. We know that in order to 
control you, we need to divide you and make you fight each other. A united 
country is harder to control than a divided country.



The game with Religions?

All religious paradigms have been heavily infiltrated by us, we are not limited to 
Christianity, Mormons, Amish, Calvinist, Islam, Buddhism, Hinduism and the 
New Age. This does not mean there is no truth in these religious systems. 
Modern religions do have a lot of truth, but they also contain many distorted 
information and lies. For these reasons, it is wise to question religion instead of 
following it blindly but mostly people follows it blindly.

Irony of the populace?

We may have a lot of power, but we are not as powerful as you, the people of the 
world. All it takes to demolish our controlling empire is enough people waking 
up and educating yourselves and others. Once enough people wake up, the 
right people in the appropriate situations will take the necessary actions to stop 
us. But at the same time we feed financially, ideology the masses, the revolution 
movements, the Media.

Malcolm X once said: The media is the most powerful entity in this world. They 
have the power to make the innocent guilty and the guilty innocent and that's 
power. Because they control the mind of the masses.

Who's fault is it? We own the major 9 media corporations on earth from Disney 
till CNN. I am not sitting on front of my TV all day long. Are you?

Cell Phone Cunt?

All your cell phone communication are recorded. Your new digital television not 
only recognizes you by scanning your facial structure, it can transmit images of 
your every action in the living room to a remote server. Your new Iwatch from 
Apple records all movemets you do, send all medical details, and your daily 
actions.

In my last meeting with CIA Director Michael Morell, he spoke about a few 
venture capital firms about the new ability to spy on citizens via household 
appliances. With new microchip technology, refrigerators, dishwashers and 
even coffee makers could now be harnessed on the web via wi-fi allowing them 
to record activity, conversations and even video.

Another program was set up by the Defense Advanced Research Project 
Agency or DARPA in 2010. It proposed to monitor all digital communications. 
But with the influence of platforms like Facebook,, Twitter, Google, Yahoo, all 
apps you can download..... which has unprecedented intrusion into the personal 
lives of its almost 2 Billion users, the explosion of smart phones and GPS 
technology, the world is now much more comfortable with the idea of being 
tracked and monitored.



'merica:

Consider your President of the United States. You may like him or not, honestly 
who cares? No one can stop him because he goes ahead and does whatever we 
want him to do anyway. The Congress has no power to stop him. He does what 
we want since he knows if he does not, we can have him removed in a 
moment's time.

Isn't it a rather brilliant strategy on the Illuminati?
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